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Note on entanglement and edge modes
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A recent numerical evaluation of the spherical universal log coefficient

in the Maxwell free–energy and its decomposition into bulk and edge

contributions via a bounded hyperbolic geometry mode calculation is

shown to be equivalent to an existing compact formulation for p–forms,

at p = 1, on a conically deformed sphere. The edge mode seems to be

a ghost (p− 1)–form. Some numbers are given.
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1. Introduction

A recent article, [1], has reinvestigated the notion of ’edge modes’ introduced in

order to reconcile computed values of the entanglement entropy and the divergent

log term in the Maxwell free–energy (for even dimensions).

The geometries involved were the d–sphere, for d even, and the static patch of

d–de Sitter space with novel ’dynamic’ boundary conditions imposed at a stretched

horizon in order to justify an earlier, no brick–wall calculation.

Numerical evaluations of various quantities were performed using character

integrals which incorporate the relevant degeneracies and eigenvalues. The ’bulk’

contribution was obtained via an integral over the de Sitter static patch, as in [2].

The numbers for the log coefficient were presented up to d = 16.

The content of the present very short note is only to point out that these

numbers can readily be computed without leaving the compact arena by working on

the conically deformed d–sphere which is also conveniently relevant for determining

the Rényi and entanglement entropies.

Such a calculation is expounded for p–forms in [3], where all the details can

be found, It yields, after the usual mode properties and the ghosts–for ghosts sum

have been incorporated, the total universal log coefficient, F(q), in the free–energy,

as an explicit rational function of the deformation parameter, q, where 2π/q is the

conical angle. The number, q. starts out as an orbifold integer but can be extended

into the reals by sight.

As a simple check of the general formulae, for conformally invariant propagation

by (minus) the de Rham Laplacian, i.e. for p = (d − 2)/2, the total is just the

standard conformal anomaly as early computed by Cappelli and d’Appollonio, [4].

See also Raj, [5]. The Maxwell theory employed in [1] means a vector field, p = 1,

for all dimensions, which limits the immediate conformal significance to d = 4.

The hyperbolic constituents can be extracted easily from the resulting expres-

sion for F(q). Thus, the value at q = 1, F(1), is the total value and the term

independent of q is the ’shift’ or ’correction’, denoted here by ∆. The difference is

then the bulk contribution, B.

2. Numerology and comments

The explicit expressions derived in [3] follow from a standard spectral argument

which organises the p–form eigenvalues and degeneracies on the conically deformed
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d–sphere into generating functions. These are the analogues of the characters em-

ployed in [1] and in works cited therein.

No reference to boundary conditions was, of course, needed in [3], 2, in sharp

contrast to the analysis in [1] where appropriate conditions have to be devised, and

tested which is a consequence of working in a non-compact background.

The calculations in [3] can be taken, by machine, as far as desired regarding

form order and dimension. It is unnecessary to give any specific expressions here.

Evaluation at q = 1 gives the quantities for the full, round sphere which is the

relevant geometry and, simply in order to extend the numbers listed 3 in [1], the

p = 1 values for d = 18 and d = 20 are found to be, 4

d = 18 d = 20

Bulk = −
904237137092591

3118343638410000
, −

129858859323129841

457357066966800000

Edge = −
15587954101729

62523180720000
, −

12156987650908561

49893498214560000

Total = −
13453490783330599

24946749107280000
, −

447787476738749901

2744142401800800000
.

In the conformally invariant case, the Rényi entropy can be derived from F(q)

and thence, via the replica method, the entanglement entropy across a spherical

surface. For convenience only, this terminology will be maintained for any p and d

(even).

It turns out that F(q), as a function of q, is an extremum at the round sphere,

q = 1, for all p and d. This important property is the mathematical reason why

the entanglement entropy equals (minus) the conformal anomaly in the conformally

invariant case. Moreover, it was noticed in [3] that, numerically, the p–form shift

equalled the entanglement entropy for a (p− 1)–form in d − 2 dimensions and, by

the extremum property, this is minus the corresponding total quantity. In symbols

2 Although the periodic deformed sphere was obtained by combining absolute and relative p–form

mode sets on a π/q segment of the d-sphere.
3 The values were actually computed with no brick–wall.
4 The expressions in [3] are not geared for computation at large d. Some radical simplifica-

tion is required but I could not find one for general p. The edge contribution for d = 22 is

-3930799044044576533/16464854410804800000 and for d = 24,

-532598043781522096919/2272149908691062400000. The values tend to a constant as d → ∞.
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this reads,

∆(p, d) = −F(p− 1, d− 2) ,

which actually holds for all p and d. One therefore has, for the total quantity,

F(p, d) = B(p, d)−F(p− 1, d− 2) , ∀ p, d . (1)

A number of interpretations for the Maxwell shift discrepancy have been sug-

gested in the literature, mostly involving ’edge’ (codimension-2) modes of a ghost

scalar field, of one sort or another. In the present formulation, equation (1) could

be interpreted as saying that the contributing codimension-2 edge mode is a ghost

(p− 1)–form.

As a curiosity, this equation can be iterated to give the total value, essentially

as a finite, alternating sum of bulk quantities.
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